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Analysis for Financial Management + S&P subscription cardMcGraw-Hill, 2005

	Like its predecessors, the eighth edition of Analysis for Financial Manage

	ment is for nonfinancial executives and business students interested in the

	practice of financial management. It introduces standard techniques and

	recent advances in a practical, intuitive way. The book assumes no prior

	background beyond a rudimentary and...
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Data Matching: Concepts and Techniques for Record Linkage, Entity Resolution, and Duplicate Detection (Data-Centric Systems and Applications)Springer, 2012

	Data matching (also known as record or data linkage, entity resolution, object identification, or field matching) is the task of identifying, matching and merging records that correspond to the same entities from several databases or even within one database. Based on research in various domains including applied statistics, health...
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Breast Cancer: Nuclear Medicine in Diagnosis and Therapeutic OptionsSpringer, 2007

	There can never be enough material in the public domain about cancers, and particularly breast cancer. This book adds much to the literature. It provides general information on breast cancer management and considers all new methods of diagnosis and therapy. It focuses on nuclear medicine modalities by comparing their results with other...
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Office Andrology (Contemporary Endocrinology)Humana Press, 2005

	A comprehensive and practice-oriented resource guide to currently available diagnostic and treatment options for male infertility disorders. Topics covered range from basic sperm biology and male reproductive endocrinology, to immunology, specialized sperm testing, and the genetic background to male infertility. The authors emphasize the...
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Modern C Quick Syntax Reference: A Pocket Guide to the Language, APIs, and LibraryApress, 2018

	
		Discover how C's efficiency makes it a popular choice in a wide variety of applications and operating systems with special applicability to wearables, game programming, system level programming, embedded device/firmware programming and in Arduino and related electronics hobbies in this condensed code and syntax guide. This book...
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Mastering C++ Game Development: Create professional and realistic 3D games using C++ 17Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		High-end game development with advanced C++ 17 programming techniques

	
		Key Features

		
			Make the best use of object-oriented capabilities of C++ to develop high-end games
	
			Create reusable C++ libraries and editor tools for your game
	
			Series of example projects...
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The Rational Homo Psychologicus: Creating Thoughtful BusinessesPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This is a challenger book. It systematically modifies the assumptions of the homo economicus and homo sociologicus by constructing a deeper foundation of human and corporate personhood. The new theory of homo psychologicus probes into a long-forgotten common sense: humans are rationally irrational homo psychologicus, as are...
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Game Development and Production (Wordware Game Developer's Library)Wordware Publishing, 2003
 Writing comprehensive design documents, accurately estimating tasks and schedules, setting up a comprehensive QA planthese are all important aspects of the game development process that are often underplanned. Game company executive Erik Bethke provides a guidebook...
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Database Management SystemsMcGraw-Hill, 2000
DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS is designed for use in a course in databases. This book is distinctive in its emphasis on the practical side of databases. This means that it has unique coverage of database design, uses SQL throughout the book to demonstrate different concepts, and has an emphasis on query evaluation and optimization. In this revision...
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Linux System Administration and Backup Tools for IBM Elogo Server Xseries and NetfinityIBM Press, 2001
This redbook gives you an understanding of the unified system administration incorporated in the Caldera OpenLinux, Red Hat Linux, SuSE Linux and TurboLinux operating systems. It also provides information on three Linux backup and recovery applications supported by these operating systems.

This redbook provides an understanding of Linux...
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VEE Pro: Practical Graphical ProgrammingSpringer, 2004
With VEE 7.0 Trial Version on CD-ROM From the depths of the oceans to the deserts of Mars, VEE Pro is being used to collect data, provide automated testing and to construct remote command and telemetry interfaces. In more everyday environments, it can be found at the heart of manufacturing, process and quality control, and industrial data analysis...
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eLearning and Digital Publishing (Computer Supported Cooperative Work)Springer, 2006
Our universities are facing immense pressures from within because of the increase in the ‘publish or perish’ syndrome. There are severe budgetary demands on university libraries attempting to enable access to this increasing avalanche of information. University teaching also needs to prepare graduates for a rapidly changing and...
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